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Happy Holy Week! As a reminder, we have no school Friday the 15th or Monday the 18th. I encourage
you to use this extended weekend break to reflect on all that Christ has done for us in his death, and
celebrate his resurrection! Please continue to bring in the tri fold posters for the Wax Museum, and

thank you to those who have already done so!

Computers
Next week, we will finish working on the
timelines. Some students will need to finish
writing their sentences and finding pictures at
home if they don’t finish it at school. (We will
have worked on them for a total of 5 half hour
class periods.) All time line’s are found on
Google Drive. I can print them at school
whenever they are finished. So far, everyone
has worked for 3 half hour class periods so
they should be close to finishing!

Math
Our next Assessment will be on Wednesday.
The rest of the week we will be comparing
fractions, working with mass and subtracting
across zeros.

We will continue working on our multiplication
facts for the first ten minutes three days a
week. Hopefully everyone is gaining a deeper
understanding of what multiplication means.

Science
We finished our Heredity and Traits unit this
week by creating Monsters using information
from Punnett Squares we made. A study guide
for our test will come home by Wednesday of
next week with our test on Friday.

Reading
We have started our final set of novels for
third grade! Just like the other novels, the
students will be reading one chapter every
day or two, and filling out some guided
reading pages to assist in their
comprehension and language arts skills.
Usually, the students will not have
homework, but you are more than welcome
to ask your student to bring their reading
home and look it over with them! Because
they don’t usually have reading homework,
please continue to encourage them to read
for fun at home as well.

Language Arts
Next week, we’re going to be talking about a
new part of speech: prepositions! We’ll learn
about what they are and how they’re used.
We’ll be able to identify them in a sentence
and figure out what they bring to the
sentence.

Writing
Most students are finishing up their Wax
Museum person research and moving into
their biography rough drafts. Our goal as a
class is to have everyone finished with their
rough drafts and working on their final copies
by the end of next week! Once they finish
their biographies, we’ll move into our
portraits, maps, and of course, writing our
Wax Museum scripts!



continued...

Religion
This week, we took a detour from our Ten
Commandments discussion to talk about Holy
Week. We read the Bible and learned about
Jesus’s journey from Palm Sunday, to the
table on Maundy Thursday, to the cross on
Good Friday, to the empty tomb on Easter
Sunday. We then did a craft that represents
all of these events in order! I encourage you
to hang this craft up in your home and review
all the events that take place during Holy
Week.

Memory Work
The 3rd Article Continued: What does this
mean? I believe that I cannot by my own
reason or strength believe in Jesus Christ, my
Lord, or come to Him; but the Holy Spirit has
called me by the Gospel, enlightened me with
his gifts, sanctified and kept me in the one
true faith.

Spanish
This week, we reviewed colors. This is a
review from second and first grade Spanish,
so the colors were new to some students and
familiar to others. We practiced our colors in
Spanish by creating our own flags! The flags
represent designs we like or interests we
have. We used a variety of colors and
practiced naming them in our flags.

Social Studies
Next week we’ll be focused on our Wax
Museum people. We will be making maps
that show the important places they visited
throughout their lives. We’ll also be drawing
portraits of our famous figures. On Thursday
and Friday, we’ll start gluing all of our work
onto our tri fold posters!

Spelling
Next week’s words focus on words ending
with -er or -le. Week 29: apple, river, little,
October, ladder, summer, purple, later,
November, giggle, uncle, winter, center,
double, whistle, character.


